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Abstrat

We investigate the onditions for reativity enhanement of atalyti proesses in porous solids

by use of moleular tra� ontrol (MTC). With dynami Monte-Carlo simulations and ontinuous-

time master equation theory applied to the high onentration regime we obtain a quantitative

desription of the MTC e�et for a network of interseting single-�le hannels in a wide range

of grain parameters and for optimal external operating onditions. Implementing the onept of

MTC in models with speially designed alternating bimodal hannels we �nd the e�ieny ratio

(ompared with a topologially and struturally similar referene system without MTC) to be

enhaned with inreasing grain diameter, a property veri�ed for the �rst time for an MTC system.

Even for short intersetion hannels, MTC leads to a reativity enhanement of up to approximately

65%. This suggests that MTC may signi�antly enhane the e�ieny of a atalyti proess for

small as well as large porous partiles with a suitably hosen binary hannel topology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Zeolites are used for atalyti proesses in a variety of appliations, e.g. raking of large

hydroarbon moleules. In a number of zeolites di�usive transport ours along quasi-one-

dimensional hannels whih do not allow guest moleules to pass eah other [1℄. Due to

mutual blokage of reatants A and produt moleules B under suh single-�le onditions

[2℄ the e�etive reativity of a atalyti proess A→ B � determined by the residene time

of moleules in the zeolite � may be onsiderably redued as ompared to the reativity

in the absene of single-�le behaviour. It has been suggested that the single-�le e�et

may be irumvented by the onept of moleular tra� ontrol (MTC) [3, 4℄ whih has

remained ontroversial for a long time. This notion rests on the assumption that reatants

and produt moleules respetively may prefer spatially separated di�usion pathways and

thus avoid mutual suppression of self-di�usion inside the grain hannels.

The neessary (but not su�ient) requirement for the MTC e�et, a hannel seletivity

of two di�erent speies of moleules, has been veri�ed by means of moleular dynami (MD)

simulations of two-omponent mixtures in the zeolite ZSM-5 [5℄ and relaxation simulations

of a mixture of di�erently sized moleules (Xe and SF6) in a bimodal struture possessing

dual-sized pores (Boggsite with 10-ring and 12-ring pores) [6℄. Also equilibriumMonte-Carlo

simulations demonstrate that the residene probability in di�erent areas of the intrarys-

talline pore spae may be notably di�erent for the two omponents of a binary mixture [7℄

and thus provide further support for the notion of hannel seletivity in suitable bimodal

hannel topologies.

Whether an MTC e�et leading to reativity enhanement atually takes plae was ad-

dressed in a series of dynami Monte Carlo simulations (DMCS) of a stohasti model system

with a network of perpendiular sets of bimodal interseting hannels and with atalyti sites

loated at the interseting pores (NBK model Fig. 1 b)) [8, 9, 10, 13, 14℄. The authors of

these studies found numerially the ourrene of the MTC e�et by omparing the out�ow

of reation produts in the MTC system with the out�ow from a referene system (REF

model Fig. 1 a)) with equal internal and external system parameters, as well as equal internal

and optimal external system parameters. The dependeny of the MTC e�et as a funtion

of the system size and atalyti reativity has been investigated in [11, 13℄. The MTC e�et

is favored by a small number of hannels and long hannels between intersetions, whih by
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FIG. 1: REF system a), NBK model onsisting of perpendiular α/β-hannels b) - both with

hannel number of N = 3. In ontrast to the REF ase, where we allow both types of partiles

(A and B partiles) to enter any hannel, in the MTC system A partiles are arried through the

α- hannels whereas the B partiles di�use along the β- hannels. Blak squares indiate atalyti

sites where a atalyti transition A→ B takes plae.

themselves lead to a very low absolute out�ow ompared to a similar system with shorter

hannels. For reasonable reativities and hannel lengths the MTC e�et vanishes inversely

proportional to the grain diameter. An analytial treatment of the master equation for this

stohasti many-partile model revealed the origin of this e�et at high reativities [12℄. It

results from an interplay of the long residene time of guest moleules under single-�le on-

ditions with a saturation e�et that leads to a depletion of the bulk of the rystallite. The

extension of the NBK model to three dimensions [14℄ leads to similar results with the on-

lusion that MTC may enhane signi�antly the e�etive reativity in zeoliti nanopartiles

with suitable binary hannel systems and thus may be of pratial relevane in appliations.

However, no MTC e�et with su�ient absolute e�etive reativity an be expeted with

NBK hannel topology for large grains of at present ommerially used size.

Here we address this question by investigating the MTC e�et for a novel hannel-topology

(Fig. 2) onsisting of alternating α-and β-hannels. With a view on appliations we fous

on small hannel length. Moreover, for the same reason we determine the MTC e�et

by making a omparison with the referene system using the same set of �xed internal

(material-dependent) parameters, but (unlike in previous studies [10, 11, 12℄) for eah ase

(MTC and REF resp.) di�erent optimal external (operation-dependent) parameters whih

one would try to implement in an industrially relevant proess. This may be of interest as

sine the �rst suessful synthesis of mesoporous MCM-41 nanopartiles [15℄ there has been
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FIG. 2: MTC system with alternating α/β-hannels (N = 5).

intense researh ativity in the design and synthesis of strutured mesoporous solids with a

ontrolled pore size. In partiular, synthesis of bimodal nanostrutures with independently

ontrolled small and large mesopore sizes has beome feasible [16℄. It will transpire that a

signifant MTC e�et (reativity enhanement up to 65%) ours in our model system even

for small hannel length at realisti intermediate reation rates of the atalyst.

II. THE MODEL

We onsider a lattie model with a quadrati array of N ×N hannels (Fig. 2) whih is a

measure of the grain size of the rystallite. Eah hannel has L sites between the intersetion

points where the irreversible atalyti proess A→ B takes plae. We assume the boundary

hannels of the grain to be onneted to the surrounding gas phase, modelled by extra

reservoir sites of onstant A partile density ρ. We assume the reation produts B whih

leave the rystallite to be removed immediately from the gas phase suh that the density

of produt partiles in the reservoir is always 0. Short-range interation between partiles

inside the narrow pores is desribed by an idealized hard-ore repulsion whih forbids double

oupany of lattie sites.

The underlying dynamis are stohasti. We work in a ontinuous-time desription where
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the transition probabilities beome transition rates and no multiple transitions our at the

same in�nitesimal time unit. Eah elementary transition between mirosopi on�gurations

of the system takes plae randomly with an exponential waiting-time distribution. Di�u-

sion is modelled by jump proesses between neighbouring lattie sites. D is the elementary

(attempt) rate of hopping and is assumed to be the same for both speies A,B of partiles.

In the absene of other partiles D is the self-di�usion oe�ient for the mean-square dis-

plaement along a hannel. If a neighboring site is oupied by a partile then a hopping

attempt is rejeted (single-�le e�et). The dynamis inside a hannel are thus given by the

symmetri exlusion proess [17, 18, 19, 20℄ whih is well-studied in the probabilisti [21℄

and statistial mehanis literature [22℄. The self-di�usion along a hannel is anomalous,

the e�etive di�usion rate between intersetion points deays asymptotially as 1/L, see [19℄

and referenes therein.

At the intersetions the reation A→ B ours with a reation rate c. This reation rate

in�uenes, but is distint from, the e�etive grain reativity whih is largely determined

by the residene time of guest moleules inside the grain whih under single-�le onditions

grows in the referene system with the third power of the hannel length L [23℄. At the

boundary sites, partiles jump into the reservoir with a rate D(1− ρA − ρB) in the general

ase. Correspondingly, partiles are injeted into the grain with rates DρA,B respetively.

As disussed above here we onsider only ρA = ρ, ρB = 0.

For the REF system reatants as well as produt partiles are allowed to enter and

leave both types of hannels. In ase of MTC reatant(produt) partiles will enter α(β)-

hannels only, mimiking omplete hannel seletivity. Therefore all hannel segments arry

only one type of partiles in the MTC ase. For the boundary hannels omplete seletivity

implies that α-hannels are e�etively desribed by onnetion with an A-reservoir of density

ρA = ρ (partiles of type B do not blok the boundary sites of α-hannels) and β-hannels

are e�etively desribed by onnetion with a B-reservoir of density ρB = 0, respetively.

(partiles of type A do not blok the boundary sites of β-hannels.) This stohasti dynamis,

whih is a Markov proess, fully de�nes our MTC model.

In both ases, MTC and REF, the external onentration gradient between reatant and

produt reservoir densities indues a partile urrent inside the grain whih drives the system

in a stationary nonequilibrium state. For this reason there is no Gibbs measure and equi-

librium Monte-Carlo algorithms annot be applied for determining steady-state properties.
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Profile of A particles - MTC2 (N=L=9, c=0.1)
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FIG. 3: A/B partile pro�le (a)/b)) for the MTC system of N = L = 9 and reativity c = 0.1.

Instead we use dynami Monte-Carlo simulation (DMCS) with random sequential update.

This ensures that the simulation algorithm yields the orret stationary distribution of the

model.

III. MONTE CARLO RESULTS

Antiipating onentration gradients between intersetion points we expet due to the

exlusion dynamis linear density pro�les within the hannel segments [12, 18, 22℄, the slope

and hene the urrent being inversely proportional to the number of lattie sites L. The

total output urrent j of the produt partiles, de�ned as the number of B partiles leaving

the grain per time unit in the stationary state, is the main quantity of interest. It determines

the e�etive reativity of the grain.

Fig. 3 shows the partile densities for the reatants a) and produt partiles b) in the

stationary regime for the MTC system N = L = 9 and reativity c = 0.1. Every other

boundary-hannel segment ontributes to the output, therefore we expet no e�ieny loss

with inreasing N . We are partiularly interested in studying the system in its maximal

urrent state for given reativity c and size onstants N , L, whih are intrinsi material

properties of the grain. The reatant partile reservoir density ρ, determined by the density

in the gas phase, an be tuned in a possible experimental setting. Let us therefore denote

the reservoir density whih maximizes the output urrent with ρ∗ and the maximal urrent

with j∗. We iteratively approah the maximal urrent by a set of 9 datapoints. Fig. 4

shows j as a funtion of ρ for both a MTC and REF system of N = 5, L = 1 and reativity

c = 0.01. The "best" datapoint has been hosen in order to approximate the maximum.
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FIG. 5: Maximal urrents j∗ over reativity c for the REF system a) and MTC system b) for

di�erent N .

Statistial errors are displayed, they are, however, mostly within symbol size. We note that

for the MTC system the maximal urrent is attuned for ρ∗ = 1. REF and MTC system

show a similar dependene of the maximal urrent as a funtion of the reativity (Fig. 5).

In ontrast to the NBK topology [13℄, j∗(c) is a monotonially inreasing funtion and the

highest produt partile output is ahieved for in�nite reativity. In this ase any transition

A→B transpires lose to the surfae and hene, from an applied point of view one would be

interested in various small grains rather than view big ones.

In order to measure the e�ieny of an MTC system over the assoiated REF system we

de�ne the e�ieny ratio

R(c, N, L) =
j∗MTC

j∗REF

(1)

whih is a funtion of the system size N , L and reativity c.

Fig. 6 a) shows the measured ratio R for a large range of reativities. We plotted systems
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FIG. 6: a) Ratio R(c) for di�erent number of hannels N and L = 2. b) Maximal ratio R∗
for

di�erent L

with L = 2 and di�erent N . We �nd an MTC e�et over a large range of reativities. There

is a small tendeny of growing e�ieny with inreasing N . This is highly desirable sine

an enhanement of e�ieny due to MTC is thus not restrited to nano-sale rystallites.

Compared to former studies of MTC systems, this is a qualitatively new property and results

from the fat that the number of output (β-hannels) sales linearly with growing system

size N . In general, ompared to the NBK model, the e�ieny ratio keeps quite unhanged

in the regime of simulated reativities. There is no sharp derease for large reativities.

Nevertheless, we notie an optimal reativity c∗ for whih R beomes maximal. This value

is denoted by R∗
and plotted in Fig. 6 b) for inreasing N and di�erent L. The MTC e�et

is present for any L and our model exhibits an enhanement of the e�etive reativity of up

to 20% for (extremely) short hannel length (L = 1) and up to 65% for L = 3.

As expeted from previous results [11, 12℄ the MTC e�et is seen to inrease with in-

reasing L (Fig. 7). This follows from theoretial studies of single-�le systems whih predit

that the mean travelling time of a produt moleule through a hannel of length L is pro-

portional to L2
in the MTC ase as in ordinary di�usion, but proportional to L3

in the REF

ase due to mutual blokage. Hene the urrent is proportional to 1/L in an MTC system,

but proportional to 1/L2
in a REF system. This holds for all values of the parameters and

hene, for su�iently large L, the MTC system beomes more e�ient.
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FIG. 8: A/B partile pro�le (a)/b)) for a system of N = 9, L = 15 and reativity c = 1000.

IV. THE HIGH-REACTIVITY CASE

The penetration depth of reatant partiles into the system is related to the reativity

c. In the fast-reativity ase transitions and partile transport take plae lose to the grain-

surfae. Fig. 8 shows the pro�le of the reatant partiles a) and produt partiles b) for a

system of N = 9 hannels, L = 15 and fast reativity (c = 1000). Notie that almost no

reatants reah the bulk of the system sine reatants entering the system are onverted very

likely into produt partiles at the �rst intersetion. Hene, a reation of produt partiles

ours only on the outer β-hannels, whih leads to equilibration of the produt partiles

in the bulk of the system. This piture is supported by simulation (Fig. 8) and suggests to

de�ne a redued system, illustrated in Fig. 9, for the following theoretial analysis.

Here, α-segments arrying no partiles are suppressed, β-segments in equilibrium are
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FIG. 9: Corner of the redued system for the ase of fast reativity.

represented by dotted lines. The density pro�le in a hannel segment enlosed by two

intersetions or an intersetion and boundary site is linear due to pure exlusion dynamis

[20℄. This allows us to redue our e�ort to the omputation of the intersetion densities.

The intersetion densities are alulate from the Master equation. The output of produt

partiles, i.e. the number of B's leaving the system, is given by the urrents jBx of the

β-segments onneted to the reservoir. The alulation is similar to [12℄ and we identify

jBx = D
ρx

L+ 1
. (2)

Here, ρx is the produt partile density at intersetion x onneted to the β-Segment. The

derivation of the urrents involves a simpli�ation. Within a mean �eld approximation,

joint probabilities 〈xy〉 of partile numbers between an intersetion and its adjaent sites

an be replaed by the produt of the individual averages 〈x〉 〈y〉. This well ontrolled

approximation is, in fat, neessary only in the viinity of intersetions, sine any joint

probability vanishes in the bulk of the hannels [20℄. The expeted relative error is of the

order of 1/L [18, 22℄. Reatant partiles di�use into the system through α-segments whih

are bounded at one side by the reservoir (density ρA) and at the other side by intersetion

ρ̃x with urrent

jAx = D
ρA (ρ̃x − 1)

L (ρ̃x − 1)− 1
. (3)
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Finally, the intrinsi urrents, determined by two adjaent intersetions follow to

←−
j B

x = D
ρ̃x − ρx
L+ 1

(4)

−→
j B

x = D
ρ̃x − ρx+1

L+ 1
. (5)

The arrows are not supposed to indiate vetors but to distinguishe the diretion of urrents

in order to omply with the zigzag pro�le shown in Fig.8.

Making use of onservation of urrents

jAx =
←−
j B

x +
−→
j B

x (6)

jBx =
←−
j B

x +
−→
j B

x−1. (7)

we �nd (for large but �nite L) two oupled reursion relations for the intersetion densities

whih determines the density pro�le.

ρ̃x =











1

1

2
(ρx + ρx+1 + ρA)

(8)

3ρx = ρ̃x + ρ̃x−1 (9)

Let Nα = ⌊N/2⌋ be the number of α-hannels. In order to ensure zero urrent in the

equilibrium parts of the β-hannels (Fig. 9), intersetions marked with a blak square need

to attain equal densitiy. Hene, in the region 2 ≤ x ≤ Nα we assume a onstant solution

for the densities ρx and �nd ρx ≡ ρ = ρA. Intersetions ρ̃x onneted to α-hannels arry

a produt partile density being 3/2 times higher (Fig. 10) and therefore ρ̃x ≡ ρ̃ = 3/2ρA.

Sine the partile density an not exeed 1, ρ saturates for a boundary density of ρA = 2/3.

This has an interesting onsequene. Changing the boundary density from ρA = 2/3 to

ρA = 1 merely shifts up the pro�le of the α-hannels, the output, however, keeps unhanged.

For the sake of ompleteness we remark that for the four orners 2ρ1 = ρ̃1, hene, 3ρ1 = 2ρA.

We have now determined the pro�le. Beause of (2) the output of produt partiles for

eah β-hannel is independent of the number of hannels, hene, the total output urrent

sales linearly with N . Figure 10 a) shows the pro�le of intersetion ρ̃2 as a funtion of

the reservoir density for a system of N = 9 hannels and di�erent L. The saturation at

ρA = 2/3 predited for L → ∞ (vanishing orretions to mean �eld theory) beomes more
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FIG. 10: Density ρ̃2 for di�erent L as a funtion of the reservoir density. The theoretial density is

indiated by the dotted line. N = 9

pronouned for inreasing L. The theoretial desription is good for small reservoir densities.

The largest deviation (about 20% at most) ours for the predited saturation point, so for

pratial purposes the theoretial analysis agrees well with the simulated data.

V. MTC MODEL WITH SIZE SELECTIVITY

For situations where hannel seletivity merely originates from di�erent pore diameters

we have to modify our model. Consider the model shown in Fig. 1 but now, allowing

reatant as well as produt partiles to di�use along the α-hannels (size seletivity). We

all them γ-hannels. Assuming β-hannels to be smaller in diameter than α-hannels there

is no reason why partiles of type B would avoid to oupy α-hannels. Of ourse we ould

also onsider the situation vie versa, with β being larger than α. However, this leads to

a redution of output hannels, hene, this situation would be ounterprodutive and is

not studied here. Overtaking is still prohibited for any type of partiles. The dynamis

explained in the model-setion keeps unhanged and similar to arguments given before we

would like to ompare with the REF system for equal internal parameters (N,L, c) but in

their maximal urrent state with respet to the reservoir density ρA.

Comparing the urrents of the size-ontrolled system (Fig. 11 a)) with the model of

12
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FIG. 12: Left: Ratio R(c) for di�erent number of hannels N and L = 2. b) Maximal ratio R∗
for

di�erent L. (size seletivity)

total seletivity (Fig. 5 a)) we �nd a similar qualitative behaviour. There is an interesting

observation, that the size-ontrolled model performes a higher output ompared to the model

of total seletivity for L = 1, however, for larger L total seletivity beomes more and more

e�ient (Fig. 11 b)). This is true for high enough reativities. Both models maximize their

output for in�nite reativity, hene, both models are surfae ative in their state of maximal

performane, sine for large reativities the interior beomes rather inative due to laking

partiles of type A. The e�ieny R is plotted in Fig. 12 a) for L = 2. Similar to the ase

of total seletivity (Fig. 6 a)) R undergoes a maximum for some intermediate c, however,

we observe a shift to smaller reativities. Plotting the maximal e�ieny for inreasing N

(Fig. 6 b)) proves the fat that the MTC e�et is present for any L.

Ak
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VI. CONCLUSION

Our simulations and analytial results desribe the MTC e�et quantitatively over a wide

range of parameters for a model of alternating α- and β-hannels and novel hannel topology.

The output urrent sales linearly with the number of hannels and, hene, the e�ieny ratio

(ompared with a topologially and struturally similar referene system without MTC) does

not sharply derease with inreasing system size. This new insight is enouraging as it allows

for the MTC e�et in experimental settings not only for nanosale systems. This suggests

that MTC may enhane signi�antly the e�etive reativity in zeoliti partiles with suitable

binary hannel systems and thus may be of pratial relevane in appliations. Introduing

a model of size seletivity where reatant as well as produt partiles are allowed to enter

α-hannels reveals only minor di�erenes in the observed behaviour. For the important ase

of small hannel segments, size seletivity seems to be slightly more e�ient ompared to

total seletivity.
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